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Muon Collider Collaboration

q June 19, 2020 the Eu Strategy updated  was published, where at page 14en, we read:
[…] In addition to the high field magnets the accelerator R&D roadmap could contain:
an international design study for a muon collider, as it represents a unique opportunity to 
achieve a multi-TeV energy domain beyond the reach of e+e– colliders, and potentially within a 
more compact circular tunnel than for a hadron collider. The biggest challenge remains to 
produce an intense beam of cooled muons, but novel ideas are being explored;
[…]

q To facilitate the implementation of the EU Strategy the CERN Laboratory Directors Group (LDG) 
on July 2nd :
q Agree to start building the collaboration for international muon collider design study
q Accept the proposal of the organization
q Accept the goals of the first phase

International Muon Collider Collaboration kick-off virtual meeting on July 3rd

(>260 participants)   https://indico.cern.ch/event/930508/

http://europeanstrategyupdate.web.cern.ch/
https://indico.cern.ch/event/930508/
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Muon Collider Collaboration
LDG Decisions:
Daniel Schulte appointed  ad interim project leader
Nadia Pastrone, Lenny Rivkin and Daniel Schulte will start collecting MoUs

Proposed Plan:
§ A start-to-end collider design in particular in the view that this would be the first facility of its kind.
§ A machine detector interface that protects the detector from collider background while allowing good 

machine performance.
§ A physics and detector study to assess the physics reach of the collider.
§ The design of a demonstrator to be built in the second half of the decade.
Scope
• develop a baseline concept for a muon collider at two centre-of-mass energy ranges: 3 TeV , 10 TeV  

or above
• explore the potential to use the technology for other purposes such as a Higgs or neutrino factory,  

provided this is found synergetic with the high-energy collider study
• identify an R&D path toward a conceptual design 
• design a demonstrator
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Physics Motivations: Discovery Potential
The advantage in colliding muons rather than protons is that !" is entirely available to produce short-
distance reactions. At a proton collider the relevant interactions occur between the proton constituents, 
which carry a small fraction of !#

(a) (b)

Figure 1. The equivalent proton collider energy p
sp [TeV] required to reach the same, beam-level

cross section as a µ
+
µ

� collider with energy p
sµ [TeV] for (a) 2 ! 1 and (b) 2 ! 2 parton-level

process, for benchmark scaling relationships between the parton-level cross sections [�̂]p and [�̂]µ

as well as for pair production of t̃t̃ and �
+
�

� through their leading 2 ! 2 production modes.

we identify the kinematic threshold as ⌧ = sµ/sp, and likewise the factorization scale as
µf =

p
sµ/2. If one further assumes a relationship between the partonic cross sections, this

identification allows us to write equation 3.6 as
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which can be solved⇤ numerically for sp as a function of sµ and �.
For various benchmark assumptions (�) on the partonic cross sections [�̂]p and [�̂]µ,

and for the parton luminosity configurations ij = gg (red) and ij = qq (blue), where
q 2 {u, c, d, s} is any light quark, we plot in figure 1(a) the equivalent proton collider energy
p

sp as a function of psµ, for a generic 2 ! 1, neutral current process. In particular, for
each partonic configuration, we consider the case where the ij and µ

+
µ
� partonic rates are

the same, i.e., when � = 1 (solid line) in equation 3.7, as well as when � = 10 (dash) and
� = 100 (dash-dot). The purpose of these benchmarks is to cover various coupling regimes,
such as when ij ! Y and µ

+
µ
�
! Y are governed by the same physics (� = 1) or when

ij ! Y is governed by, say, QCD but µ
+
µ
�
! Y by QED (� = 10).

Overall, we find several notable features. First is the general expectation that a larger pp

collider energy is needed to achieve the same partonic cross section as a µ
+
µ
� collider. This

follows from the fact that pp beam energies are distributed among many partons whereas
µ
+
µ
� collider energies are effectively held by just two incoming partons. Interestingly,

we find a surprisingly simple linear scaling between the two colliders for all ij and �

combinations. For the ij = qq configuration and equal partonic coupling strength, i.e.,
� = 1, we report a scaling relationship of psp ⇠ 5 ⇥

p
sµ. Under the above assumptions,

⇤
Explicitly, we use the scipy function fsolve to carry out a brute force computation of this transcen-

dental equation. We report a reasonable computation time on a 2-core personal laptop.
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Vector boson fusion at multi-TeV muon colliders, A. Costantini et al.

https://arxiv.org/pdf/2005.10289.pdf
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Physics Motivations: Discovery Potential through the Higgs Boson

Measuring the quartic Higgs self-coupling at a multi-
TeV muon collider, M Chiesa et al.

Higgs boson couplings to fermions and bosons reaches have to be evaluated, similar or better 
performance of !"!# are expected. In addition, muon collider has the unique possibility to determine the 
Higgs potential having sensitivity also to quadrilinear coupling
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Figure 2: Expected cross sections (left) and signal event numbers for a reference integrated
luminosity of 100 ab�1 (right) for µ

+
µ
�

! HHH⌫⌫ versus the c.m. collision energy, for
M⌫̄⌫

>
⇠

150GeV. Cross sections for di↵erent assumptions of the trilinear and quartic couplings
are presented, as well as for the SM case, obtained by Whizard (left-hand side) and Mad-

Graph5 aMC@NLO (right-hand side). Details on the scenarios are given in the text.

switching o↵ �4 (�3 = 0, �4 = �1 or 3 = 1,4 = 0). The e↵ect is an increase, as expected
from general arguments on unitarity cancellation, of production rates of about 20%�30% in
the

p
s range considered here. On the right-hand plot, we show the corresponding results

as obtained from MG5aMC also including two scenarios of interest: the �3 = ±1, �4 = ±6
cases, corresponding to relative shift between �3 and �4 consistent with an EFT approach, and a
scenario �3 = 0, �4 = +1 with no change in �3, yet a 100% increase of �4. It is interesting to note
that, as far as total rates are concerned, the latter case turns out to be hardly distinguishable
from the scenario where �3 = �SM and �4 = 0.

A second set of relevant information is provided in Table 2, where we report the µ
+
µ
�
!

HHH⌫⌫ total cross sections and event numbers 6 for the reference set of collision energies and
integrated luminosities of Table 1. In addition to total cross sections, also the number of events
close to threshold, i.e., with a requirement on the HHH-invariant-mass (MHHH) to be less
than 1 and 3 TeV is given. As we will discuss in the following, the sensitivity to the quartic
coupling depends rather strongly on the phase space region occupied by the Higgs bosons in
the final state, being the strongest close to threshold.

In Figs. 3,4,5 we plot the inclusive Higgs transverse momentum, the Higgs rapidity and the
Higgs-pair �R distributions, with and without an upper cut of 1 TeV on the HHH invariant
mass, respectively. We note that peak value of the transverse momentum is around 100 GeV, a
value that turns out to be rather independent on the collider energy. The invariant mass cut at

6
A cut M⌫̄⌫

>
⇠

150 GeV will be implicit from now on.

8
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Muon Collider with several TeV CM energy and with integrated 
luminosities of the order of several tens of attobarns, could 
provide enough events to allow a determination (a SM) quartic 
Higgs self-coupling with an accuracy in the tens of percent. 

https://arxiv.org/pdf/2005.10289.pdf
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The Challenge: beam-induced background

Muon induced background is critical for: 
q Magnets, they need to be protected
q Detector, the performance depends on the rate of background particles arriving to each subdetector 

and the number and the distribution of particles at the detector depends on the lattice

2018 JINST 13 P09004

components and in the walls of the tunnel produce a high flux of secondary particles (see figure 1).
As it was shown in the recent study [1], the appropriately designed interaction region and machine
detector interface (including shielding nozzles, figure 2 and figure 3 ) can provide the reduction of
muon beam background by more than three orders of magnitude for a muon collider with a collision
energy of 1.5 TeV.

Figure 1. A MARS15 model of the Interaction Region (IR) and detector with particle tracks > 1 GeV (mainly
muons) for several forced decays of both beams.

Figure 2. The shielding nozzle, general RZ view
(W — tungsten, BCH2– - borated polyethylene).

Figure 3. The shielding nozzle, zoom in near IP
(Be — beryllium).

The amount of MARS15 simulated data was limited to 4.6% of the µ+ µ� decays on the
26 m beam length yielding total of 14.6 ⇥ 10 6 background particles per bunch crossing (BX).
The corresponding statistical weight (⇠ 22.3) was taken into account in the following ILCRoot
simulation. For each particle output by MARS15, 22 or 23 particles were generated by choosing a
new azimuthal angle at random. This provided a total of 3.24 ⇥ 10 8 particles entering the detector
in the ILCroot simulation. The most abundant background consists of photons and neutrons.
Table 1 lists these background yields together with kinetic energy thresholds used in the MARS15
simulation for di�erent types of particles.

– 2 –

JINST 13 P09004
Ø MAP developed a realistic simulation of beam-

induced backgrounds in the detector by 
implementing a model of the tunnel and the 
accelerator  ±200 m from the interaction point.

Ø Secondary and tertiary particles from muon 
decays are simulated with MARS15 then 
transported to the detector.

Ø Two tungsten nozzles play a crucial role in 
background mitigation inside the detector.
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https://map.fnal.gov/
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Detector Performance at ! =1.5 TeV 

Background tagging:
§ fake rate: 1 ÷ 3%
§ Tests show fake rate is manageable

Jet reconstruction efficiency Jet momentum resolution Jet b-tag efficiency

L.Sestini M. Casarsa N. Bartosik L. Buonincontri

Using the MAP detector and framework,  performance have been determined using simple and 
rough methods for the reconstruction 

CLIC with Machine Learning method is factor 2 better at 1.4 TeV
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!"! Studies at # =1.5 TeV

%&%' → )*,) → ,-, and %&%' → ,-,* generated @ # = 1.5 456 with PYTHIA 8

Preliminary

H → ,-,+beam-induced background

MAY 9, 2019

Process cross section [pb]
µ
+
µ
� ! �

⇤
/Z ! bb̄ 0.046

µ
+
µ
� ! �

⇤
/Z�

⇤
/Z ! bb̄ +X 0.029

µ
+
µ
� ! �

⇤
/Z� ! bb̄� 0.12

µ
+
µ
� ! HZ ! bb̄ +X 0.004

µ
+
µ
� ! µ

+
µ
�
H H ! bb̄ (ZZ fusion) 0.018

µ
+
µ
� ! ⌫µ⌫µH H ! bb̄ (WW fusion) 0.18

Table 2: Cross sections for processes with two b-quarks in the final state

.

originate from the interaction point) and secondary tracks (remaining tracks without the constraint) are found with this
method. The performance of the tracking algorithm has been presented in [17] and was not yet evaluated in this study.

Jet reconstruction was not included in the ILCRoot package, therefore a dedicated algorithm was developed for jet
clustering combining information from the tracking and calorimeter detectors. First, the reconstructed tracks and
the calorimeter clusters are combined using a Particle Flow (PF) algorithm [33], which performs matching between
tracks and clusters to avoid double counting. PF candidates with the transverse momentum greater than 0.5 MeV are
then used as input objects in the jet clustering algorithm with the cone size parameter R =

p
�⌘2 +��21 of 2.0

and 1.0 for the 125 GeV and 1.5 TeV cases, respectively. The jet radius is optimized in order to contain most of the
energy of b-quark jets from the Higgs boson decay. A jet energy correction is applied as a function of the jet transverse
momentum. It is determined by comparing the reconstructed jet energy to the energy of jets clustered from Monte Carlo
truth-level particles. The jet energy resolution was found to be 11% for the 125 GeV case and 20% at 1.5 TeV, when no
beam-induced background is present in the detector.

Jets originating from b-quarks are identified using a simple and not yet optimized b-tagging algorithm. A secondary
vertex, significantly displaced from the primary vertex, formed by at least three tracks is searched. Tracks with an
impact parameter greater than 0.04 mm inside the jets are used as inputs to the algorithm. The 2-track vertices are built
requiring a distance of closest approach between the two tracks less than 0.02 mm, and a total transverse momentum
greater than 2 GeV. Finally, 2-track vertices that share one track are combined to form 3-track vertices. The b-jet tagging
efficiency defined as ✏b = Nb�tagged/Nreconstructed is found to be ✏b = 63% at 125 GeV and ✏b = 69% at 1.5 TeV.
These numbers refer to signal only, since no background is added to the events.

A complete study of tracks efficiency has to be performed including the machine background with a detailed evaluation
of the fake tracks. This is mandatory also for the evaluation of the b-jet tagging performances in terms of wrong tags.
Similar studies have to be completed also for the calorimeter, where anyhow we expect lower contribution from the
background.

4 Characterization of H ! bb̄ and Z ! bb̄ processes

The reconstruction of H ! bb̄ and Z ! bb̄ is taken as a benchmark to assess the first physics performance of the MC
at 1.5 TeV. The two resonances are generated with Pythia 8. In Table 2 the production cross sections of processes with
two b-quarks in the final state are summarized. The Higgs and Z signals are generated, simulated and reconstructed
following the procedures described above. In this study b-tagging is not applied in order to not reduce the statistics, and
the background described in Section 3 is not included. The fiducial region considered is defined by an uncorrected
jet transverse momentum greater than 10 GeV and an absolute jet pseudorapidity lower than 2.5. In Figure 9 the
uncorrected jet transverse momentum and the jet pseudorapidity in Higgs and Z events are shown. It is evident that jets
in Higgs events are well contained in the fiducial region while part of Z events fail the requirements. In Figure 9 the
reconstructed di-jet mass distributions for Higgs and Z are shown. The Z boson is mainly produced in association with
a high energy photon (see Table 2), therefore the Z distribution is labeled as Z + �. The relative normalization of the
Higgs and Z distributions is taken as the ratio of the expected number of events, considering the selection efficiencies
and the cross sections, and it is equal to 12. Although the cross sections are similar, most of the Z + � events fail the
fiducial region cuts, therefore a low yield of such events is expected. Since b-tagging is not applied a tail at high mass in
the Z distribution is present, it corresponds to candidates where the � is reconstructed as a jet.

1�� is the difference between the calorimeter cluster and the jet axis in the azimuthal angle. �⌘ is the same difference in the
pseudo-rapidity variable.

7

Signal

L.Sestini M. Casarsa N. 
Bartosik L. Buonincontri

%&%' → )88̅ → ,-,88̅ + beam-induced 
background fully simulated 
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Higgs !"! Couplings: Assumptions

#(%&%' → )**̅) - ./() → 010) ∝
3455
6 3477

6

Γ4

#(%&%' → )**̅) - ./ ) → 010 =
:;

<=ℒ?

4
Δ3477
3477

6

=
Δ#

#

6

+
Δ(32455/Γ4)

32455/Γ4

6

Obtained, with several 
approximations, from E&E': 
2% @1.4TeV
1.8% @ 3TeV

:; : number of signal events.
B: number of background events, %&%' → F1F from Pythia + beam-induced background
#:  cross section times BR
<: acceptance; removed nozzle region for ; =1.5 TeV, 2 jets G < 2.5, and KL > 40 GeV
=: measured with the full simulation at ; =1.5 TeV

t = 4 · 107 s 
One detector

Δ#

#
≃

:; + .

:;

arXiv:1608.07538v2
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Assumptions for Higgs !"! Couplings #$ % = ', )* TeV
Ø Nozzles and interaction region are not optimized for these energies, nor is the detector. 
Ø Efficiencies obtained with the full simulation at √s = 1.5 TeV used for the higher center-of-mass 

energy cases, with the proper scaling to take into account the different kinematic region. 
Ø At higher √s the tracking and the calorimeter detectors are expected to perform significantly better 

since the yield of the beam-induced background decreases with √s

Ø The uncertainty on +(-
./00/2/)

(-./00/2/)
is taken from the CLIC at √s = 3 TeV and used also at √s = 10 TeV 

Conservative Assumptions
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Higgs !"! Couplings Results
NOT FOR DISTRIBUTION JINST_160P_0120 v3

analogous to that at electron-positron accelerators, since the beam-induced background stops at the
calorimeters and is not expected in muon detectors. Therefore the uncertainty on the coupling can
be obtained with:

�gHbb

gHbb

=
1
2

vuuuut✓
��

�

◆2
+
©≠
´
�

g
2
HWW

�H

g
2
HWW

�H
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¨

2

, (5.4)

where the uncertainty on g
2
HWW

�H
has been extracted from the CLIC study [14] and scaled for the

lower integrated luminosity assumed for the muon collider at
p

s = 1.5 TeV. The expected sensitivity
on the Higgs coupling to b quark at

p
s = 1.5 TeV is then found to be �gHbb

gHbb

= 1.9%.

5.2 Higgs Boson coupling to b quarks at
p

s = 3 TeV and
p

s = 10 TeV

The procedure used in Section 5.1 is also applied to evaluate the sensitivity to the gHbb coupling
when it is measured in muon collisions at

p
s = 3.0 TeV and

p
s = 10 TeV. The approach that is

followed is very conservative. The nozzles and the interaction region are not optimized for the
higher energies, nor is the detector. The e�ciencies obtained with the full simulation at

p
s = 1.5

TeV are used for the higher center-of-mass energy cases, with the proper scaling to take into account
the di�erent kinematic region. At higher

p
s the tracking and the calorimeter detectors are expected

to perform significantly better since the yield of the beam-induced background decreases with
p

s

as demonstrated in Ref. [7]. The uncertainty on g
2
HWW

�H
at

p
s = 3.0 TeV is taken from the CLIC

study at the same center-of-mass energy [14]. At
p

s = 10 TeV this uncertainty is assumed equal
to the one at

p
s = 3.0 TeV. For the moment this is the only estimated number and, following the

conservative approach that drives this work, it is used as is. It is reasonable to imagine that, when
the full Higgs boson couplings analysis is carried out at

p
s = 10 TeV, this uncertainty will improve.

The instantaneous luminosity, L, at di�erent
p

s are taken from Ref. [17]. The integrated
luminosity, Lint , is calculated by using the standard four Snowmass years. The acceptance, A, the
number of signal events, N , and background, B, are determined with simulation. The uncertainties
on � and gHbb are calculated and summarized in Table 2 along with all relevant inputs. The
resulting relative uncertainty on the coupling is 1.0% at

p
s = 3.0 TeV and 0.91% at

p
s = 10 TeV.

It should be noted that the result at
p

s = 10 TeV is dominated by the error on g
2
HWW

�H
, which is

assumed equal to the one used at
p

s = 3 TeV.

p
s A ✏ L Lint � N B

��
�

�gHbb

gHbb

[TeV] [%] [%] [cm�2s�1] [ab�1] [fb] [%] [%]
1.5 35 15 1.25 · 1034 0.5 203 5500 6700 2.0 1.9
3.0 37 15 4.4 · 1034 1.3 324 33000 7700 0.60 1.0
10 39 16 2 · 1035 8.0 549 270000 4400 0.20 0.91

Table 2. Summary of the parameters used as inputs for the determination of the Higgs coupling to b quarks.
The data taking time is assumed of 4 · 107 s. The parameter definitions are given in the text.

– 14 –

§ The instantaneous luminosity, ℒ, at different √s is taken from MAP.
§ The acceptance, A, the number of signal events, N, and background, B, are determined with simulation.

NOT FOR DISTRIBUTION JINST_160P_0120 v3

6 Comparison to CLIC

The direct comparison of the results obtained on �gHbb

gHbb

at a muon collider with other colliders,
as done in Ref. [18], is not yet available. In order to evaluate the potential of an experiment at a
muon collider, these results are compared to those published by CLIC [14]. CLIC numbers are
obtained with a model-independent multi-parameter fit. In addition, the fit is performed in three
stages, taking the statistical uncertainties obtainable at the three considered energies successively
into account. This means that each new stage includes all measurements of the previous stages and
is represented in Table 3 with a "+" in the integrated luminosity.

The muon collider results are not complete, since not all the necessary parameters are deter-
mined. They are based on assumptions that are very conservative, as discussed in the previous
sections. Data samples at the three center-of-mass energies are treated as independent, and not
taken successively into account. This means that at

p
s = 3 TeV the precision achieved by the

experiment at muon collider uses 4 data-taking years while the CLIC number includes also the 4
years at

p
s = 350 GeV.

p
s [TeV] Lint [ab�1] �gHbb

gHbb

[%]

Muon Collider
1.5 0.5 1.9
3.0 1.3 1.0
10 8.0 0.91

CLIC
0.35 0.5 3.0
1.4 +1.5 1.0
3.0 +2.0 0.9

Table 3. Relative precision on Higgs boson coupling to b�quark at muon collider and at CLIC. The
di�erence on how the numbers are obtained by the two experiments is described in the text.

7 Summary and Conclusion

A detailed study of the Higgs boson decay to b�jets at
p

s = 1.5 TeV is presented, based on a full
simulation of the physics process and the beam-induced background. The physics performance of
the tracking and calorimeter detectors is discussed together with new ideas to mitigate the e�ect
of the beam-induced background. The Higgs boson decay to b�jets is e�ciently reconstructed
demonstrating that the beam-induced background does not jeopardize physics performance of
an experiment at a muon collider. These results demonstrate that high energy muon collisions
perform better than electron-positron machines thanks to the almost negligible beamstrahlung and
synchrotron radiation. The uncertainty on the Higgs boson coupling to b�quarks is determined
under several assumptions and compared to the results obtained by CLIC in similar conditions. CLIC
has quoted the best precision on gHbb [18] and the fact that the muon collider provides similar
numbers in a non-optimized configuration shows its potential. A study of the Higgs couplings to
fermions and bosons is in progress with high priority given to evaluating the Higgs self-coupling.

– 15 –

CLIC numbers are obtained with a model-
independent multi-parameter fit performed in three 
stages, taking into account data obtained at the 
three different energies.

Results published on JINTST as Detector and 
Physics Performance at a Muon Collider

https://iopscience.iop.org/article/10.1088/1748-0221/15/05/P05001
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Goal: Flexible framework to study physics performance taking into account machine induced background

q Set up a framework to produce the beam-induced background:
§ Reproducing the √s=1.5 TeV to compare with MAP results.
§ Ready to study new center of mass energies, Interaction Region design is needed.

q ILCSoft, which will be part of the Future Collider Framework, Key4hep, is used.
Thanks to CLIC group: A. Sailer, M. Petric, E. Brondolin. Code maintained by P. Andreetto A. Gianelle.
§ Virtual Organization “muoncoll.infn.it” available, code distributed via CVMFS and singularity 

container
§ Data workflow need to be optimized to meet muon collider requirements.
§ Mandatory to have the possibility to overlay physics events with beam-induced background: 

Physics performance strongly affected by it.

q CLIC detector modified:
§ include nozzles.
§ Adjust tracker to the muon collider conditions.

New Developments
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The beam-induced background simulation
machine lattice 
& optics

LineBuilder

detector
nozzle
description

Flair +
new code 

Fluka simulation
muon decay & interaction
with material 

Background 
on detector
envelope 

machine 
geometry

detector
nozzle
position

A. Mereghetti-CERN

F. Collamati
C. Curatolo

Input data
Output data
Software program 

Fluka
Element DB

P. Sala

photons
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Study of Detector Response at ! =1.5 TeV

The simulation/reconstruction tools supports 
signal + beam-induced background merging 

INFN Muon Collider Meeting - June 3, 2020M. Casarsa 4

Detector overview

muon 
chambers

hadronic
calorimeter

electromagnetic
calorimeter

superconducting
solenoid (4T)

tracking system

shielding nozzles
(tungsten + borated 

polyethylene cladding) 

CLIC Detector adopted with modifications for 
muon collider needs.
Detector optimization is one of the future goal.
Vertex Detector (VXD)
§ 4 double-sensor barrel layers 25x25µm2

§ 4+4 double-sensor disks       ’’
Inner Tracker (IT)
§ 3 barrel layers 50x50µm2

§ 7+7 disks          ’’
Outer Tracker(OT)
§ 3 barrel layers 50x50µm2

§ 4+4 disks        ’’
Electromagnetic Calorimeter (ECAL)
§ 40 layers W absorber and silicon pad sensors,     

5x5 mm2 

Hadron Calorimeter (HCAL)
§ 60 layers steel absorber & plastic scintillating tiles, 

30x30 mm2
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Tracking performance

Effects of beam-induce background can be 
mitigated by exploiting “5D” detectors, i.e. 
including timing.

L.Sestini M. Casarsa N. Bartosik L. Buonincontri

INFN Muon Collider Meeting - June 3, 2020M. Casarsa 10

Tracker occupancy

Hit density due to the beam-induced background for one bunch 

crossing without and with the hit time window selection:

V
X

D
 b

a
rr

e
l

VXD disks

IT
 b

a
rr

e
l

O
T

 b
a

rr
e

lIT disks
OT

disks

§ Simplified digitization: position + time 
smearing. Realistic digitization in progress.

§ Double-layer based BIB rejection in 
progress.

Track momentum resolution

Track momentum resolution

Track momentum efficiency

Track momentum efficiency

Signal=muon gun
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Calorimeter performance
L.Sestini M. Casarsa N. Bartosik L. Buonincontri

§ New jet reconstruction algorithm based on particle 
flow is in progress.

§ New jet b-tag algorithm based on machine learning 
methods under development.

ECAL barrel  hit arrival time – t0

ECAL barrel longitudinal coordinate 

Calorimeter Occupancy
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Study of double Higgs production

!"!# → %%&,% → ()(, % → ()(
Muon Collider is the best place to measure Higgs self-couplings

!"!# → %%%&,% → ()(, % → ()(, % → ()(

We started the study by producing: 

q !"!# → %%**̅ → ()(()(**̅
q !"!# → ()(()(**̅ inclusive

with WHIZARD 
2.8.2 at , = 3
TeV 

§ Detector acceptance and MDI of , = 1.5 TeV 
§ Detector performance determined at , = 1.5 TeV  events weighted to  take into account for the 

different energy 

Conservative assumptions
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Study of double Higgs production: preliminary results
Very preliminary event selection and reconstruction:
§ Njets>3 with PT>20 GeV, b-tag jets PT>40 GeV
§ Jets combined in pairs, with  invariant masses (mij,mkl), one jet per pair is required to be b-tagged
§ For each pair (mH-mij)2+(mH-mkl)2 is minimize to determine the candidate
§ Separate signal from background using a BDT with few input variable: mH1,2, ∑"#$%&, ∑'#$%&, max 

angle between jets

5

Boosted Decision Tree application

● BDT applied to signal and test samples

● Cut on the BDT output is applied and the signi9cance is calculated

( = *++,-(/ → 121)ℒ56%
7&58
9:%&

7&58
%;% B = *=>ℒ56%

7>9?
9:%&

7>9?
%;%

Cut between 0.6 and 0.9 on BDT output to maximize 
(@AB@C@DEBDF =

(

( + ,
HI

I
= J. LJ

Assumptions
ℒ56% = 1.3 E1XY

t = 4 · 107 s   and one detector
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Summary

q A flexible framework which include background simulation, detector simulation and event 
reconstruction is in use to study the detector requirements at different center of mass energies.

q Further software developments are needed, we are contributing to the effort of the common 
software for future colliders in the Turnkey Software, any help is welcome!

q We have just an hypothesis of the detector, tracker system, calorimeter detector and muon 
system need to be designed to meet the requirements.

q We are investigating all the possible R&D necessary to exploit the state of the art “5D” 
detectors and beyond to determine the synergies with the upgrade of existing experiments and 
new projects. 

q A general dedicated meeting to discuss all these above items will be scheduled on July 27th
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Economic Motivations
The luminosity per beam power is independent 
of collision energy in linear lepton colliders, but 
increases linearly for muon colliders 

Cost accounting is not uniform across the projects, 
estimates for LHeC and muon collider are prorated 
from the costs of other projects



!"!#-!"!$%/'()

arXiv:1905.05747v2 [physics.acc-ph]

MUON JINST,  shorturl.at/kxKU7

22

Muon Collider Schema

Almost ready to 
go for a CDR

Need 
consolidation to 
overcome 
technical 
limitation but it 
can reach very 
high CM Energies

July 14, 2020Fermilab - Topic of the Week

MICE muon cooling First Results in 2018

https://arxiv.org/abs/1905.05747v2
shorturl.at/kxKU7
https://www.nature.com/articles/s41586-020-1958-9
https://arxiv.org/abs/1806.01807
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Possible Schedule

Physics Briefing Book 
arXiv:1910.11775v2

https://arxiv.org/abs/1910.11775v2


Briefing Book Tentative Timeline (2019)

1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 172 4 6 8 10 12 14 16

Design Construct

Test Facility

Design

Technologies

Ready to decide 
on test facility
Cost scale known

Ready to commit 
to collider
Cost know

Ready to 
construct

Baseline design

Exploit

Design optimisation Project preparation

Design / models Prototypes / t. f. comp. 

Approve

Exploit

Prototypes / pre-series 

R&D detectors Prototypes
CDRs

MDI & detector simulations
Large Proto/Slice test

TDRs

Technically lim
ited

M
A

C
H

IN
E

D
E

T
E

C
T

O
R

Limited Cost

Mainly paper 
design

And some 
hardware 
component R&D

Higher cost for test 
facility

Specific prototypes

Significant resources

Higher cost for 
technical 
design

Significant 
resources

Full 
project

Higher 
cost 
for 
prepar
ation

y
e

a
r
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